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Abstract—Increasing penetration of distributed generation (DG), may be interesting from several points of view, but it raises important challenges about distribution system operation and planning practices. To optimal allocation of DG, which play an important role in construction of microgrids, the benefits and risks should be qualified and quantified. This paper introduces several probabilistic indices to evaluate the potential operational effects of increasing penetration of renewable DG units such as wind power and photovoltaic on rural distribution network with the aid of evaluating technical benefits and risks trade-offs. A probabilistic generation-load model is suggested to calculate these indices which combine a large number of possible operating conditions of renewable DG units with their probabilities. Temporal and annual indices of voltage profile and line flow related attributes such as Interest Voltage Rise (IVR), Risky Voltage Rise (RVR), Risky Voltage Down (RVD), Line Loss Reduction (LLR), Line Loss Increment (LLI) and Line overload flow (LOF) are introduced using probability and expected values of their occurrence. Also, to measure the overall interests and risks of installing DG, composite indices are presented. The implementation of the proposed framework in a 4-bus and IEEE 33-bus radial distribution systems shows the effectiveness of the benefits and risks assessment technique with the proposed metrics.

Index Terms—Distributed generation, microgrid design, probabilistic indices, voltage profile, losses, overloading, benefits and risks.

NOMENCLATURE

It should be mentioned that $A$ stands for the attributes, i.e., IVR, RVR, RVD, LLR, LLI and LOF, e.g., $P_A$ can be PIVR.

A. Indices (Sets)

| $t$ (Ω$^T$) | Index (set) for time. |
| $s$ (Ω$^Y$) | Index (set) for scenarios at time period $t$. |
| $b/l$ (Ω$^B/L$) | Index (set) for buses/lines. |

B. Acronym of Proposed Indices

$P_A^{BUS/LINE}$ Probability of each attribute at each bus/line.

$E_A^{SYS}$ Expected value of each attribute in the system.

$P_A^{SYS}$ Annual probability of each attribute at each bus/line.

$P_A^{BUS/LINE}$ Probability of each attribute in the system.

$E_A^{SYS}$ Annual probability of each attribute at each bus/line.

$E_A^{BUS/LINE}$ Expected value of each attribute at each bus/line.

$B_A^{BUS/LINE}$ Binary value of each attribute at each bus/line.

$D_A^{BUS/LINE}$ Amount of each attribute at each bus/line.

I. INTRODUCTION

DISTRIBUTED generation (DG) in power distribution networks has rapidly increased due to the deregulation and environmental concerns. The implementation of DG units such as wind and solar photovoltaic (PV)-based units in existing distribution system, provides various technical and/or economic benefits, however, high levels of penetration may bring additional challenges for traditional electric power systems [1]–[9]. Power injections from DG change magnitude and even direction of network power flow. This result in, for example, potential of improving voltage profile and reducing losses, and/or causes too high/low voltage magnitude, losses increment, transformers and lines overloads [9]–[11]. Also, network operation and planning practices of distribution network operators (DNOs) and/or distribution companies (DISCOs) affected by DG integration with both technical and economic implications [4], [9], [11].

In order to increase the potential and value of DG penetration, these benefits and risks should be clearly understood, analyzed and quantified. Traditionally, the DNOs try to maximize the technical performance of the distribution network, but it is evident that the first step in optimizing a quantity is being able to calculate it and the next one would be optimizing them with different remedial or preventive actions like network reconfiguration, generation curtailments, distributed reactive sources (DRSs) through capacitor placement or smart operation of renewable resources [10]–[15]. Note that, introducing DRSs to distribution systems can enhance the self-healing of micro grids [12]–[14].

Practically, in order to get the maximum benefits from DGs and DRSs, determination of their optimal size and location in the system is necessary [3], [5]–[8]. In this case, distribution engineers may present some limitations in determining DG size and location. Hence, the existence of indices based on probabilistic technical impacts to indicate "time", "size",...
“site” and “type” of DG which will be more beneficial for the distribution network is needed (i.e., for the electric utility, helping distribution engineers take decisions and even shape the nature of the contract that might be established between the DNOs and the distributed generator owners [16]).

Evaluating and quantifying the benefits and risks of DG increasing penetration have attracted the attention of researchers, but to the best of authors knowledge, only a few literatures have attempted to develop indices to assess the impacts of DGs on the distribution systems [3], [6], [7]. A “static” approach aimed at quantifying the benefits of DGs such as voltage profile improvement, line loss reduction, and environmental impact reduction via several indices were introduced in [3]. The ratio of a measure of an attribute with and without DG (with the same load) was derived as an index. Nonetheless, technical issues that could measure the negative impacts of DG were not considered. The voltage improvement index of this work, considering DG and load uncertainties, was implemented in [5] for optimal placement and sizing of DG to improve voltage stability margin in the distribution networks. Another “static” approach aimed at evaluating the impacts of DG on real and reactive power losses, voltage profile, current capacity of conductors and short-circuit current with a multiobjective index was presented in [6]. A distributed “time-varying” generation model of [6] was addressed in [7]. This approach was considered the analysis of both load and generation hourly intervals for the horizon of a year. Nonetheless, exhaustive 8760 analysis intervals per year was employed to evaluating the impacts of DG which computationally complicated and time consuming method. Besides, the uncertainties of load and generation were not included. A “static” model of load and generation was implemented in [10] aimed at determining maximum DG penetration limits considering both voltage rise and line overloading criteria.

The major drawback of these types of indices is that they were computed deterministically. In this situation, the probabilistic nature of load and generation were neglected. Furthermore, for a time horizon considered, they could not measure both benefits and risks of introducing DG. That is, “when”, “where”, “how much”, and “which type” of DG could be more beneficial or risky. For example, the voltage profile improvement index which was proposed in [3], [5] should be used only after making sure that the voltages at all load busses are within allowable minimum and maximum limits, typically between 0.95 and 1.05 pu. Thus, it cannot be used to evaluate the risk of voltage deviations (due to large-scale DG penetration) to cope with the standards such as BS EN50160 [17]. In other words, these indices cannot measure the net value of benefits and risks. For instance, line-loss reduction index in [3], [6], [7] measure the average value of both loss reduction and increment in the system.

There is a lack of knowledge on what is the probabilistic evolution of attributes in a feeder as a function of different parameters, such as DG penetration, DG technologies mix, DG dispersion and location. Besides, there are trade-offs between benefits and risks that the DNOs or DISCOs may be willing to take into account. Therefore, definition of new indices to evaluate these benefits and risks, separately, are evident.

This paper covers such drawbacks through the analysis of the impacts of DGs on the radial distribution networks and on time bases of temporally and annual, by several probabilistic indices. Indeed, several new indices are proposed in this paper which comprehensively evaluate the steady state technical impacts of DG increasing penetration on the radial distribution networks.

It should be mentioned that all of these indices consider the uncertainty of the DGs by characterizing them via a discrete set of scenarios. The value of these indices over all buses and lines of the network can provide some information about the overall system conditions and severity of attributes through a time horizon considered. Also, these indices can provide scientific and comparative information for the planning and operation of distribution system including microgrids, for optimal deployment of different types of DGs to assure an acceptable level of security, quality and reliability [1], [2], [4], [12], [13]. Besides, these indices can help DNOs and/or DISCOs to make proper network operation and planning decisions with both technical and economic implications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the modeling of the renewable DGs, load, network and generation-load. Section III presents the benefits and risks conditions. Section IV introduces the definition of proposed benefits and risks metrics. Simulation results and case studies are presented in Section V. Some relevant conclusions are outlined in section VI.

II. Model Description

A. Modeling of Renewable Resources

1) Data: In this paper, probabilistic generation of each DG unit has been modeled according to the hourly historical data of the site under study, during two whole years, as well as specific characteristic of DGs. On this basis, each year is divided into four seasons. In order to characterize the random behavior of the Renewable energy resources during each season, a typical day with 24-h time periods is considered. Hence, there are 96 time periods (4 × 24 − h) during a year. For each season, the data related to the same hours of the day are utilized to obtain the probability distribution functions (PDFs) corresponding to each time period. Accordingly, by assuming a month to be 30 days, there are 180 samples (2 years × 3 months × 30 days) of wind speed and solar irradiance to generate the related hourly PDFs. The probabilistic model of DGs including wind generators (WGs) and PV system are characterized as follows.

2) Probabilistic Model of WGs: Generated power of a wind turbine (WT) rely on the wind speed and its own characteristics. The wind speed is regularly modeled using Weibull distribution function [8], specially with shape index equal 2 which is called Rayleigh distribution function [18]. Accordingly, in this study, the hourly wind speed data for the site under study have been utilized to generate the Rayleigh PDFs which can be formulated as,

\[
f_r(v) = \left(\frac{2v}{c^2}\right) \exp\left[-\left(\frac{v}{c}\right)^2\right]
\]

(1)

where \(f_r(\cdot)\) indicates Rayleigh distribution function and \(c\) is Rayleigh scale index which is determined based on the historical data for each time period.

These continuous PDFs are sliced into several segments where each segment yields a mean value and a probability of occurrence. Note that the probability of each segment during any specific hour can be expressed as follows:
The hourly solar irradiance can be calculated as:

\[
\text{irradiance data for the site under study have been utilized to generate a probabilistic model of PV System. The hourly solar irradiance data for the site under study have been utilized to generate a Beta PDF [19] for each time period. Therefore, the PDF of irradiance can be calculated as:}
\]

\[
\text{prob}^w_i = \int_{w_s}^{w_{s+1}} f_s(v) dv_i
\]

here, \(w_s\) and \(w_{s+1}\) indicate wind speed limits of segment \(i\) and \(\text{prob}^w_i\) denotes the probability occurrence of segment \(i\).

3) Probabilistic Model of PV System: The hourly solar irradiance data for the site under study have been utilized to generate a Beta PDF [19] for each time period. Therefore, the PDF of irradiance can be calculated as:

\[
f_i(s) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\Gamma(\alpha + \beta)}{\Gamma(\alpha) \cdot \Gamma(\beta)} s^{(\alpha-1)} (1-s)^{\beta-1} & : 0 \leq s \leq 1; \alpha, \beta \geq 0 \\
0 & : \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(f_i(\cdot)\) denotes the Beta distribution function. \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are the parameters of the Beta function and for each time period, can be determined using the historical data.

In the same way, the Beta PDFs are split into several segments which the occurrence probability of each segment during any specific hour can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{prob}^w_i = \int_{s_i}^{s_{i+1}} f_i(s) ds_i
\]

where \(s_i\) and \(s_{i+1}\) indicate the starting and ending points of the interval \(i\), respectively. \(\text{prob}^w_i\) denotes the probability occurrence of interval \(i\).

B. Load Data

From the hourly load data for the system under study and the IEEE-RTS system [20], the load profile is considered as a percentage of the annual peak load and can be found in [8].

C. Whole System Characterization

It should be noted that for the site under study two different wind profiles, i.e., WP1 and WP2 are considered in this paper.

- Generating related PDFs
  Firstly, the PDFs for solar irradiance and wind speed of WP1 and WP2 are obtained using historical data (24 PDFs for each season related to 24-h of a typical day). As it was discussed in previous section, these continuous PDFs are sliced into several segments for each time period.

- Developing scenarios with their own probability
  Next, different realization of the random variables, i.e., solar irradiance and wind speed of WP1 and WP2 are generated using the roulette wheel mechanism (RWM) and Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) [21], separately. By way of illustration consider winter which is modeled through a typical day with a 24-h time period. In this case, \(N_c\), \(N_{w1}\) and \(N_{w2}\) scenarios are generated for solar irradiance, wind speed of WP1 and WP2, respectively. For example, for solar irradiance, each scenario contains 24 values of solar irradiance related to 24-h time period of the typical day. It should be noted that each scenario has its own probability of occurrence.

- Calculating the output power of the DGs
  Then based on the characteristics of DG units, the wind speed and solar irradiance of each state is transformed to the output power of wind and PV-based unit through equations (5) and (6), respectively.

\[
P^{w}_{y,t}(v_{y,t}) = \begin{cases} 
0 & : v_{y,t} \leq v_{in} \text{ or } v_{y,t} \geq v_{out} \\
\frac{V_{MPP}}{V_{oc}} \times I_{MPP} \times I_{MPP} & : v_{oc} \leq v_{y,t} \leq v_{r} \\
P^{w}_{y,t} & : \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(v_{in}, v_{out}, v_{r}\) and \(P^{w}_{y,t}\) represent cut in, cut out, and rated speed and rated power of WT, respectively. \(P^{w}_{y,t}\) denotes the output power of WT associated with wind speed \(v_{y,t}\) at time period \(t\) and state \(y\).

\[
P^{w}_{y,t}(s_{y,t}) = N \times FF \times V_{y,t} \times I_{y,t}
\]

\[
FF = \frac{V_{MPP} \times I_{MPP}}{V_{oc} \times I_{sc}}
\]

\[
V_{y,t} = V_{oc} - K_e \times T_{y,t}
\]

\[
I_{y,t} = s_{y,t} \left[ I_{sc} + K_i \times \left( T_{y,t} - 25 \right) \right]
\]

\[
T_{y,t} = T_A \times s_{y,t} \times \left( \frac{N_{OT} - 20}{0.8} \right)
\]

where \(T_{y,t}\) is cell temperature (°C); \(T_A\) is ambient temperature (°C); \(K_e\) and \(K_i\) are voltage and current temperature coefficient (V/°C and A/°C), respectively; \(N_{OT}\) denotes nominal operating temperature of cell in (°C); \(FF\) is fill factor; \(I_{sc}\) and \(V_{oc}\) indicates short circuit current and open circuit voltage (in A and V), respectively; \(I_{MPP}\) and \(V_{MPP}\) are, respectively current and voltage at maximum power point (A and V); \(P^{w}_{y,t}\) is output power of the PV module; \(s_{y,t}\) solar irradiance; \(t\) and \(y\) are the indices of time periods and states.

- Reducing the number of scenarios
  A large number of scenarios may contribute to a more accurate model of the random variables. Nevertheless, this increases the computational burden of the problem. Thus, finally, a fast forward scenario reduction method based on Kontorwish distance [22] employed to reduce the number of scenarios while provides a reasonable approximation of random variable of the system.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF BENEFIT AND RISK INDICES

The attributes evaluated in this paper are clustered into two categories:
1) Benefits—Interest Voltage Rise (IVR) and Line Loss Reduction (LLR) attributes.
2) Risks—Risky Voltage Rise (RVR), Risky Voltage Down (RVD), Line Loss Increment (LLI) and Line Overload Flow (LOF) attributes.

However, other technical effects of introducing DG such as benefits or risks of reliability, power quality, emission, congestion, etc can be considered if needed. The purpose of these metrics is to measure how the voltage profiles and line power flows change with increasing penetration of DGs, for instance, how much more often benefits and/or risks conditions occur and with which probabilities.
A. Voltage Profile Related Attributes

By introducing DGs in the system, voltage profile can be improved, because DGs can provide a portion of the real and reactive power to the load, thus helping to decrease current along a section of the distribution line, which, in turn, will result in a boost in the voltage magnitude at the customer site. One of the justifications for introducing DGs is to improve the voltage profile of the system and maintain the voltage at customer terminals within an acceptable range.

Considering the same loads before and after adding DGs, the conditions for evaluating IVR, RVR and RVD attributes are given in (7) to (9), respectively:

\[ V_{WODG}^{b,t} < V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} < V_b^{max} : \forall b, \forall t, \forall s \]  
\[ V_{WODG}^{b,t} < V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} \text{ and } V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} > V_b^{max} : \forall b, \forall t, \forall s \]  
\[ V_{WODG}^{b,t} > V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} \text{ and } V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} < V_b^{min} : \forall b, \forall t, \forall s \]

where, \( V_{WODG}^{b,t} \) is the voltage magnitude with DG installation, at bus \( b \) for the time period \( t \) of state \( s \). \( V_{WODG}^{b,t} \) is the voltage magnitude without DG installation at bus \( b \) for the time period \( t \). \( V_b^{min} \) and \( V_b^{max} \) are the minimum and maximum voltage at bus \( b \), respectively.

B. Power Flow Related Attributes

Another major potential benefit offered by DGs is the reduction in electrical line losses. When the line losses after DG connection is lower than before DG penetration, there will be benefit of LLR. On the contrary, when the line losses after DG installation is increased with respect to the line losses without DG, then the risk of LLI will occur. The last situation arises with a high penetration of DG, if the reverse power flow is higher than the power flow without DG. Also, in the case of DG units with induction-machine interface, the reactive-power consumption could actually result in the increase of reactive power flow and hence be the occasion of reactive line loss across the feeder.

The conditions to be fulfilled for LLR and LLI can be given in (10) and (5), respectively.

\[ L_{WODG}^{l,t} < L_{WODG}^{l,t,s} : \forall l, \forall t, \forall s \]  
\[ L_{WODG}^{l,t} > L_{WODG}^{l,t,s} : \forall l, \forall t, \forall s \]

where, \( L_{WODG}^{l,t} \) denotes the power losses with DG at distribution line \( l \) at time period \( t \) at state \( s \). \( L_{WODG}^{l,t} \) denotes the power losses without DG at distribution line \( l \) at time period \( t \).

Besides, power injected by the DG may cause to be lines overloaded. The following condition may be considered for the evaluation of the risk of LOF.

\[ S_{WODG}^{l,t,s} > S_{WODG}^{l,t} \text{ and } S_{WODG}^{l,t,s} > S_l^{max} : \forall l, \forall t, \forall s \]

where, \( S_{WODG}^{l,t,s} \) is the magnitude of line power flow with DG at distribution line \( l \) at time period \( t \) at state \( s \). \( S_{WODG}^{l,t} \) is the magnitude of line power flow without DG at distribution line \( l \) at time period \( t \). \( S_l^{max} \) is the maximum capacity of line \( l \).

IV. INDICES DEFINITION

The indices are defined via the probability of occurrence of attributes and the expected values of them. They evaluate the benefits and risks of DG penetration on the whole system and elements (buses and lines), on the time bases of temporary (an hour) and annual. Therefore, they can give overall information about temporal and annual influence and severity of deploying DG in the radial distribution systems. Also, to quantify the overall benefits and risks of DGs, the composite indices are proposed too. The composite indices can help the planner to decide the siting and sizing of DGs with the highest benefits and lowest risks. It is noted that in the following formulations, \( \lambda \) stands for all the defined attributes, i.e., IVR, RVR, RVD, LLR, LLI and LOF.

A. Temporal Indices

The probability of the attributes for distribution elements (bus or line, \( b/l \)) at time period \( t \), \( P_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t} \), is defined as follows:

\[ P_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t} = \sum_{s \in \Omega} \rho_{t,s} \times B_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t,s} : \forall b/l, \forall t \]

where, \( \rho_{t,s} \) is the probability of each state at time period \( t \). \( \Omega \) is the set of the states at time period \( t \). The binary value associated to each attribute at each bus/line at time period \( t \) at state \( s \), \( B_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t,s} \), denotes that the conditions related to that attribute are satisfied or not. That is, it is equal to 1, if the conditions are satisfied and 0, otherwise. In other words, this binary value denotes the occurrence of each attribute at distribution bus \( b \) or line \( l \) at time period \( t \) for state \( s \).

Since \( P_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t} \) can be calculated for every bus/line in the distribution system, accordingly, aggregated attribute probability of the system at time period \( t \), \( P_{\lambda}^{SYS}_{b/l,t} \), is introduced here and can be defined as follows:

\[ P_{\lambda}^{SYS}_{b/l,t} = \sum_{b/l} k_{b/l,t} \times \rho_{t,s} \times B_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t,s} : \forall t \]

where, weighting factor \( k \) \((\sum_{b/l} k_{b/l,t} = 1)\) is chosen based on the importance and criticality of the distribution system elements at each time period \([3, 5]\). For example, the weighting factor \( k_{b,l} \) can be determined as the pu value of load connected to bus \( b \). By using this weighting factor, voltage related indices recognizes that bus with highest load demand will have the highest factor.

As this metric does not take into account the severity of the attributes, we introduce the expected value measures. The attributes expected value at distribution elements (bus or line) at time period \( t \), \( E_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t} \), can be given as follows:

\[ E_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t} = \sum_{s \in \Omega} \rho_{t,s} \times D_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t,s} : \forall b/l, \forall t \]

where, the amount of each attribute at time period \( t \) at state \( s \), \( D_{\lambda}^{BUS/LINE}_{b/l,t,s} \), can be given in (16)-(21), for IVR, RVR, RVD, LLR, LLI and LOF attributes, respectively. For the voltage related attributes, \( \forall b/l, \forall t, \forall s \) we have:

\[ DRV_{\lambda b/l,t,s}^{BUS} = BVR_{\lambda b/l,t,s} \times (V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} - V_b^{max}) \]

\[ DIV_{\lambda b/l,t,s}^{BUS} = BIV_{\lambda b/l,t,s} \times (V_{WODG}^{b,t,s} - V_b^{min}) \]
\[ \text{DRVD}_{b,t,s}^{\text{BUS}} = \text{BRV}_b^{\text{BUS}} \times (V_{b,t}^{\min} - V_{b,t,s}^{\text{WDG}}) \]  

and for the line flow related attributes, \( \forall l, \forall t, \forall s \) we have:

\[ \text{DLLR}_{l,t,s}^{\text{LINE}} = \text{BLLR}_{l,t,s}^{\text{LINE}} \times (L_{l,t}^{\text{WDG}} - L_{l,t,s}^{\text{WDG}}) \]  

\[ \text{DLLP}_{l,t,s}^{\text{LINE}} = \text{BLLP}_{l,t,s}^{\text{LINE}} \times (L_{l,t,s}^{\text{WDG}} - L_{l,t}^{\text{WDG}}) \]  

\[ \text{DLOP}_{l,t,s}^{\text{LINE}} = \text{BLOP}_{l,t,s}^{\text{LINE}} \times (I_{l,t}^{\text{WDG}} - I_{l,t,s}^{\text{WDG}}). \]

Note that, the binary values \( B_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} \) ensure that for the calculation of the specified attribute values, only the states that cause the occurrence of this attribute should be considered in the evaluation of attribute expected metrics.

Since \( E_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} \) can be calculated for every bus/line in the distribution system, an aggregated expected attribute metrics of the system at time period \( t \), \( E_{b/l,t}^{\text{SYS}} \), is introduced here and can be defined as follows:

\[ E_{b/l,t}^{\text{SYS}} = \sum_{b/l} k_{b/l,t} \times \rho_{t,s} \times D_{b/l,t,s}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} : \forall t. \]  

\[ E_{b/l,t}^{\text{SYS}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} P_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} : \forall b/l \]  

\[ APE_{b/l}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} P_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}}. \]  

The above proposed indices can measure temporal effects of DGs on distribution system and can be run for each time period (for example second (sec.), minutes or hour). Also, these indices can be obtained for each distribution element and for each time period. As wind, solar radiation and system demand changes following daily, weekly, and seasonal cycles, the injected power from DGs and flows in distribution elements will vary and accordingly the attributes will be changed. If we calculate the average of the \( P_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} \) values of a distribution element across the time horizon considered (e.g., one year), we will obtain the annual attribute probabilities of that element, \( APE_{b/l}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} \), as follows:

\[ APE_{b/l}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} P_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} : \forall b/l \]  

where, \( T \) is the total number of time periods during a year. Averaging \( P_{b/l,t}^{\text{SYS}} \) over all time periods gives overall probability of each attribute for the time horizon considered, \( APE_{b/l}^{\text{SYS}} \), and mathematically is given as follows:

\[ APE_{b/l}^{\text{SYS}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} P_{b/l,t}^{\text{SYS}}. \]  

Similarly, the annual expected values of each attribute for distribution elements, \( AEA_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} \), and for system, \( AEA_{b/l}^{\text{SYS}} \), can be obtained as given in (25) and (26), respectively.

\[ AEA_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} E_{b/l,t}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} : \forall b/l \]  

\[ AEA_{b/l}^{\text{SYS}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} E_{b/l}^{\text{SYS}}. \]  

Note that, in order to calculating the line flow related indices of (25) and (26) in the unit of kWh, these two equation should be multiplied by \( T \times D_t \) (\( D_t \) is the duration of time period \( t \)). Fig. 1 depicts the calculation procedure of indices related to IGR attribute, for example. Other metrics can be calculated using the same procedure.

\[ \text{require}: \text{solar and wind historical data, load data and network data} \]

1: define DG type, size and locations (e.g., cases 1 to 9)  
2: provide generation-load model, refer to the section II  
3: for \( b = 1 \) to total number of buses do  
4: for \( t = 1 \) to total number of time periods do  
5: run load flow without DG and calculate \( V_{b/t,s}^{\text{WDG}} \)  
6: for \( s = 1 \) to total number of states in each time period do  
7: run load flow with DG and calculate \( V_{b,t,s}^{\text{WDG}} \)  
8: if \( V_{b,t,s}^{\text{WDG}} < V_{b,t,s}^{\text{min}} \) then  
9: \( BIV_{b,t,s} = 1 \)  
10: else \( BIV_{b,t,s} = 0 \)  
11: end if  
12: calculate \( D_{b,t,s}^{\text{BUS/LINE}} \) using (16)  
13: end for  
14: calculate buses temporal metrics using (13) and (15)  
15: \( PIV_{b,t}^{\text{BUS}} = \sum_{s \in \Omega^T} \rho_{t,s} \times BIV_{b,t,s} \)  
16: calculate system temporal metrics using (14) and (22)  
17: end for  
18: end for  
19: for \( b = 1 \) to total number of buses do  
20: calculate buses annual metrics using (23) and (25)  
21: end for  
22: calculate system annual metrics using (24) and (26)  
23: \( AEP_{b,t}^{\text{BUS}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} PIV_{b,t}^{\text{BUS}} \)  
24: \( AEIV_{b,t}^{\text{BUS}} = \frac{1}{T} \times \sum_{t \in \Omega^T} EIV_{b,t}^{\text{BUS}} \)  
25: end for  

C. Composite Indices

By designating the proposed annual probabilities of system for the benefits and risks indices as \( APE_{i}^{\text{SYS}} \) and \( AEP_{r}^{\text{SYS}} \) for the different attributes in categories 1 and 2, respectively, an overall composite benefits index (CBI) and composite risks index (CRI) can be formulated as follows:

\[ CBI = \sum_{i} w_i \times APE_i^{\text{SYS}} \]  

\[ CRI = \sum_{r} w_r \times AEP_r^{\text{SYS}} \]  

where \( w_i \) and \( w_r \) are the benefits and risks weighting factors, respectively and \( \sum_{i} w_i = \sum_{r} w_r = 1 \). In the evaluation of composite indices (which can be called multi-objective indices), once again, the choice of weighting factors may come into question. The weights are intended to give the relative importance to each impact index for DG penetration and depend on the analysis purpose (e.g., planning or operation). The determination of proper values for the weighting factors will also depend on the experience and concerns of the system planner or DNO. The simplest approach is to give equal weights to the three indices considered in this study. If more
indices are included, they can all be given equal weights. However, if DG is introduced to mitigate a certain specific problem (such as voltage profile improvement or lowering losses), then the corresponding index can be assigned a greater weight as compared to others. In short, the weighting factors should be selected carefully by DNO or planner depending on their preferences over different attributes according to the system operational conditions.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This paper presents the first attempt to qualify and quantify the possible technical impacts of different penetration levels of utility-owned DGs in radial distribution systems. In this case, DG type, size, and location are known, so it can be considered as a deterministic input. Note that in the decentralized market, the high penetration of renewable DGs in the distribution system can be user-owned resources (small and private wind turbine, solar rooftop bars). Without suitable incentive offerings, utilities may not have control over these resources and DGs become widespread so it will be referred to as nondeterministic [23]. The nondeterministic DGs are probabilistically located at the customer sites to perform analysis of different “what if” (hypothetical) scenarios (i.e., to study the influence of type, size, and location of the DGs on the voltage profile related and line flow related metrics). In this analysis, each scenario corresponds to a different distribution of DGs. This topic is beyond the scope of this paper and will be our future study. However, to address this point, we will study the effects of a “what if” scenario in the end of case study.

A. Distribution System

Two radial test feeders as a simulations, benchmarks for analysing the increasing penetration of DGs are used in this study. A unity power factor is adopted for all DGs based on IEEE std. 1547-2008. In addition, the same weighting factors are assumed for \( k_t \), \( w_i \), and \( w_r \), respectively. The weighting factor \( k_t \) is set to the per unit value of load at bus \( b \).

1) 4-bus test feeder: A simple 4-bus test feeder is shown in Fig. 2. The network peak load is 7.5 MW. The voltage at the grid supply point (GSP) secondary busbar is set at 1 pu. The line between buses 1 and 2 (considering the two parallel transformers) has the reactance of 0.125 pu and the maximum thermal limit of 0.6 pu on 100-MVA base. These parameters are similar for lines 2-3 and 3-4 with the resistance of 0.196 pu, the reactance of 0.1427 pu and the maximum thermal limit of 0.155 pu.

2) Modified 33-bus radial test system: Single line diagram of this system can be seen in Fig. 3. Detailed load and branch data of this test system is obtained from [24]. Base values of this system are 12.66 kV and 100 MVA. The peak load is 3.715 MW and 2.3 MVAr. The minimum load is 34% of the peak. This radial test system was modified to evaluate the effects of DG penetration. Eight candidate buses of DGs (DG1 to DG8) are assumed to be installed in the system [9], [15], as shown in Fig. 3. The maximum thermal limits of lines between bus 1 to bus 7 are set to 6.6 MVA (which corresponds to a current of 300 A), and other lines are set to 4.4 MVA. Two wind speed zones are considered in this system. Generators DG1, DG2, DG7, and DG8 are assumed to follow WP1 whereas DG3, DG4, DG5, and DG6 are assumed to behave according to WP2.

B. Power Losses Versus Energy Losses

DG impact on losses is an aspect of great interest, as shown by the research community in the last 20 years. The studies found in the literature have concentrated on studying the power losses [3], [6] and energy [7], [8], [11] losses evaluations. Neglecting the uncertainties of load demand and generation in the planning problems lead to “suboptimal” solutions. For the sake of simple analysis, the impact of the wind-based DG increasing penetration on the line losses is investigated on the 4-bus test feeder, see Fig. 2.

Three cases are evaluated here:

1) Static—a snapshot of generation-load model (peak load demand and maximum wind power generation scenario) as defined in [3], [6];
2) Time varying—a time varying generation-load demand for hourly intervals for one year as presented in [7]; and,
3) Stochastic—a probabilistic generation-load model for one year time horizon as proposed in this paper.

Note that, while indices of this paper cannot be compared by the indices proposed in the previous works ([3], [6], [7]), because they were calculated differently, the focus should be given to the same losses index calculating the ratio of total line losses in the system with DG to the total line losses in the system without DG.

Fig. 4 shows the results by the aforementioned models with a DG plant connected at node 4. In the all cases, a distinct u-shape loss curve [11] can be observed by increasing penetration of DG. The results indicate that the snapshot or “power only” analysis depending on the DG capacity leads to over/under estimating solutions. Also, the lowest capacity of 5 MW with the most benefit (with the losses index of
0.27 and computational time (5 sec.) was observed by this model. When the realistic “energy” basis assessing, i.e., time varying and probabilistic models of generation and load were considered, the losses index of 0.6 and 0.56 were obtained by DG capacity of 6 MW and 7 MW, respectively. The explanation is that, at the most of the time, the actual power injection are lower than the nominal capacity. However, the losses reduction in the most realistic probabilistic model are greater than the time varying model. Finally, in comparison to the probabilistic analysis, the time varying method provides accurate results if DG penetration levels are lower than 5 MW, the losses estimation error increases with the DG penetration level. On a computational burden, with the time varying approach, the analysis is exhaustive using 8760 intervals which is computationally complicated and time consuming method (it takes 180 sec.). The proposed probabilistic model takes only 16 sec. to run which practically is an effective approach in the problems of DG assessing and planning.

The overall conditions and trends of energy losses in the system (or at each line) cannot be measured by this metric. By proposed probabilistic-based indices we can define which line, when and how much often influenced by the DG installation. These information can help DNOs to manage their network by remedial or preventive actions. For example, they can decide about the time of generation curtailments reduce energy losses at the specified time periods.

Energy losses analysis indicates that integration of 5 MW or 9 MW DG in the system will get the same value of the losses index equal to 0.6 (see Fig.4). A question is that, which of these capacities is more beneficial from energy losses reduction point of view. For these capacities, the proposed losses-related indices in the line/system through a year are given in Table I. As can be expected, line 2-3 experiments higher losses reduction and lower losses increment than line 3-4. However, the net energy losses, i.e., the difference between the values of losses reduction and losses increment, are the same with these two DG options. The proposed probabilistic-base metric $APLLR^S_{SYS}$ indicates that employment of 5 MW DG because of its greater probability is more reliable choice than 9 MW DG installation. However, the value of $AELLR^S_{SYS}$ by 9 MW is 60 MWh greater than that of 5 MW case, the value of $APLLR^S_{SYS}$ is 8% lower and $AELLI^S_{SYS}$ is 8% greater than that of 5 MW case.

C. Assessing Limiting Factors of DG Penetration Level

Employment of DG in existing systems can cause several potential operating issues such as voltage flicker, misoperation of protection, and reverse power flow. The reverse power flow from load bus bars to the substation may cause voltage rise and line overload risks [3], [6], [7], [9], [10]. Therefore, such issues must be taken into consideration to assure an acceptable level of security and reliability.

As mentioned, another deficiency of the previous works in the area is that they can not measure these potential risks associated to increasing penetration of DG in the distribution systems. Simulations were carried out on the 4-bus test feeder (Fig. 2) to determine DG increasing penetration limits, considering both voltage rise and line thermal criteria. Several cases were analyzed using the proposed risk-based probabilistic metrics, with regard to the changes at the substation voltage, $VS$, ranging from 1.05 pu to 1.00 pu. Fig. 5 summarizes the results of the several simulations aimed to find the limiting factors when installing DG. We plot the probability of having RVR and LOF versus the wind-base DG penetration levels varying from 0 to 80% (30 MW with the capacity factor of 0.2).

One can see that as DG penetration increases, the probability of having RVR at load bus 4 (i.e., $APRV_{BUS}^4$) also increases. This probability further rises by increasing the substation voltage. For example, looking at Fig. 5, it can be seen that for a penetration level of 80%, $APRV_{BUS}^4$ at $VS = 1.05$ pu is 77%, while at $VS = 1.00$ pu it will be about 7%. It can be observed that RVR at load bus 4 is a serious limiting factor when installing DG. The simulations shows that with $VS = 1.04$ pu, up to 8 MW DG permit to be installed in the feeder. This represents an increase of 33% in DG over the amount in the case of $VS = 1.05$ pu, with only a 0.010 pu reduction in the voltage at the substation. It can be demonstrated that reducing the substation voltage permits higher DG penetration level. However, the voltage at the substation must ensure the loads are always supplied within the allowable voltage limits. As a comparison, the maximum DG penetration level by implementing the “static” approach [10], is about 12% greater than that of the proposed stochastic method. For example, with $VS = 1.05$, the maximum amount of DG to be installed which obtained by static method is 7.04 MW, while the stochastic method allows the maximum DG installation of 2.54 MW.

One can also see that, in this test system, the risk of line overloading is the second major technical issue. It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the starting point of this technical
This can be translated into the same energy harvest is all cases.

Note that in all cases the total DGs capacity of 6 MW (30% DG penetration) is considered to be installed in the system.

D. DG Penetration

In this subsection, we aimed to find “where”, “when”, “how much”, and “which type” of DG could be more beneficial or risky. Several simulations were performed for analyzing.

1) Effect of DG location: In order to investigate the effects of DG location on each attribute by using the proposed probabilistic indices, DGs were located at candidate buses of 33-bus test system (see Fig. 3). This study performed to analysis “which” element, “how much” and “when” may be influenced by DG integration. Three cases are considered for connection of DGs (50% wind and 50% PV DG units):

Case 1: only two sites are available (DG5 and DG8 with the installation capacities of 3 MW);

Case 2: only six sites are available (DG1, DG2, DG3, DG4, DG7 and DG8 with the installation capacities of 1 MW);

Case 3: all eight buses are available (DG1 to DG8 with the installation capacities of 750 kW).

Note that in all cases the total DGs capacity of 6 MW (30% DG penetration) is considered to be installed in the system. This can be translated into the same energy harvest is all cases.

Results of four benefit indices related to the IVR and LLR attributes are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. A similar trend is followed by indices related to the IVR and LLR, respectively. Better IVR and LLR are obtained in case 3 due to the larger number of degrees of freedom for DG location than in cases 1 and 2. It can be observed that, in cases 1 to 3, the similar values of $APIVR_{BUS}^{SYS}$ obtained for all buses while $APIVR_{BUS}$ metrics indicate that the severities of IVR are considerably differ from each other in the cases. This metric confirmed that DG penetration in case 2 has the highest effect on voltage profile. However, the results of risks analysis illustrate that this case causes RVR in some scenarios.

The results of temporal indices on buses/lines show that “which” element, “how much” and “when” often influenced by DG integration, see Fig. 8. For example, the results of case 2 indicates that the voltages of buses 17 and 18 have reached their upper limits in some states at midday in winter and fall seasons (light load high with generation scenarios). Also, bus 33 experiments RVR at the midday of fall in case 1. Same results can be concluded for other attributes.

Comparing the results to those obtained for cases 1 to 3, it is clear that the significant LLR occurs when the DGs with proper sizes are located close to the loads, i.e., case 3. From the results of $AELLSYS$ and $AEII_{SYS}$ for these cases, energy losses diminished to 42.1 MWh, 176.2 MWh, and 188.7 MWh, respectively.

The results of proposed probabilistic-based impact indices are useful for visualizing the trends and actual impact on each technical attribute. Nonetheless, these individual metrics may be an insufficient tool for decision making. Therefore, to enhance distribution engineers in the technical and economic assessment of DG penetration comprehensively, the composite indices become an effective tool. In addition to the previously mentioned probabilistic based composite indices, i.e., $CBI$ and $CRI$, we introduce the following new composite indices based on $AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS}$ metrics related to the attributes in categories 1 and 2. By normalizing the indices based on the best possible value obtained in different cases and aggregating them by giving a proper weighting factor to each one, the following composite performance indices can be calculated:

$$EBI = \sum_{i} w_i \times \frac{AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS}}{\max(AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS})} \quad (29)$$

$$ERI = \sum_{i} w_r \times \frac{AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS}}{\max(AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS})} \quad (30)$$

here, $\max(AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS})$ is the maximum value of $AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS}$ related to the benefit attribute $i$ among all cases ($c = 1, 2, ..., Nc$). Also, $\max(AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS})$ is the maximum value of $AE^c_{BUS}^{SYS}$ related to the risk attribute $r$ among all cases. A high beneficial and risky cases mean close-to-unity values for the $EBI$ and $ERI$, respectively.

As previously mentioned, to select the best location, specified DG units are sited at various buses (cases 1 to 3) after running one base case load flow and proposed probabilistic load flow the corresponding composite indices for each case is calculated. The best location is one with the highest $EBI$ and consequently the lowest $ERI$, i.e., case 3, see Table II. Furthermore, the results of $CBI$ index confirmed that based on DG size and location, case 3 is the most beneficial case with $CBI$ equal to 0.532 for 30% penetration level. Case 2 with $CBI = 0.487$ gives the benefit between case 1 with
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>6.01E-02</td>
<td>3.34E-02</td>
<td>3.80E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBI</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERI</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$CBI = 0.455$ and case 3, see Table II.

2) Effect of DG type: The effects of wind-base and solar-based PV DG units on the attributes are evaluated via cases 4 to 6.

Case 4: only wind-based DG units (750 kW at each candidate node);
Case 5: only PV DG unit (750 kW at each candidate node);
Case 6: mix of wind-based and PV DG units (750 kW at each candidate node, 50% wind-based and 50% PV).

We will show that the performance of distribution system will be affected by DG energy production patterns. The results of these cases are shown in Table III. The results of cases 4 to 6 show that for 30% penetration level and available sites, considering both technical benefits and risks attributes, the introduction of wind-based DG (case 4) is the worst and the mix of wind-based and solar-based DGs (case 6) is the best choice for installation.

Although, solar radiation and wind speed involve great levels of uncertainty, the attributes of LLR, LLI, IVR and RVR that outcomes in case 4 (only wind-based DG) is higher than for case 5 (only solar DG). A description is that for at least 30% of the year (at night), the output power of the solar DG units is almost zero, as shown in Fig. 9. Within these durations, the system acts similarly to the way it does in the base case, i.e., without DG, which has no effect on the
mentioned attributes obtained in this case.

As shown in Table IV, by increasing the size of installed DGs from 6 MW (30% penetration) to 18 MW (90% penetration) the benefits are reduced and the risks are increased.

E. Probabilistic DGs Penetration

In the previous DG penetration studies, only utility-owned DGs were considered. If customers are allowed to freely install DGs on their location and DGs become widespread, the penetration of DG will be nondeterministic. Hence, the effects of unpredictable, uncontrollable, and scattering distributions of user-owned resources on the attributes may be considerable. By applying the algorithm of [23] using the Gibbs sampler algorithm and Monte Carlo methods [25] two “what if” scenarios of the nondeterministic user-owned DG penetration are derived. In this method, it is assumed that the size of user-owned DGs is highly depending on their power consumptions. The maximum capacity of user-owned DGs in the distribution system is assumed to be 2 MW (in this example 1 MW wind-based and 1 MW solar-based DG units). This capacity is 10% penetration level of the peak demand. The results of case 6 and the mentioned two scenarios are shown in Table V. The results from these scenarios show that user-owned DG penetration could give rise the attributes. The voltage profile is improved and losses are reduced. Nonetheless, RVR and LLI are increased. In comparison to the deterministic DG case (i.e., case 6), if scenario 1 happen with case 6, CBI increases and CRI decreases. Conversely, if scenario 2 happen with case 6, CBI decreases and CRI increases.

VI. Conclusion

New probabilistic-based indices associated to the voltage profile and line flow have been developed in this paper to facilitate the evaluation of the benefits and risks of increasing penetration of DGs in the distribution systems. These indices are derived based on probabilities of occurrence and expected values of each attribute. For the sake of avoiding over or underestimating the potential benefits or risks of DG penetration, a probabilistic generation-load model was utilized to reflect the probabilistic nature of both load and DGs in the calculation of the indices.

## Table III

**Effect of DG type on composite indices.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
<th>Case 5</th>
<th>Case 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>7.45E-02</td>
<td>1.83E-02</td>
<td>3.80E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBI</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERI</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0549</td>
<td>0.0865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table IV

**Effects of DG increasing penetration capacity on the attributes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Case 7 (6 MW)</th>
<th>Case 8 (12 MW)</th>
<th>Case 9 (18 MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEIVR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (pu)</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEIVR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (pu)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.49E-04</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELLR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (MWh)</td>
<td>193.05</td>
<td>170.90</td>
<td>121.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELLR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (MWh)</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>119.25</td>
<td>479.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>3.80E-02</td>
<td>1.11E-01</td>
<td>1.84E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBI</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERI</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table V

**Effect of user-owned DGs penetration on the attributes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Case 6</th>
<th>Case 6 and Scn.1</th>
<th>Case 6 and Scn.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEIVR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (pu)</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEIVR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (pu)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6.94E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELLR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (MWh)</td>
<td>193.05</td>
<td>196.17</td>
<td>197.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELLR&lt;sup&gt;sys&lt;/sup&gt; (MWh)</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>16.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.5376</td>
<td>0.5175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>0.0559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBI</td>
<td>0.8659</td>
<td>0.9564</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERI</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The effectiveness of the proposed model for assessing the impacts of DG increasing penetration over the previous models in the area, i.e., "static" and "time varying" models, were examined in the case studies. It was determined in this study that the voltage rise and line overloading are the restricting factors for maximum DG penetration that manifest themselves under different conditions. Through computational simulations, it was proven that the voltage rise was more restrictive than line overload.

Several cases have been studied to evaluate the effects of DG location, type, penetration level and dispersion on the attributes. The results of proposed probabilistic-based impact indices provide useful information for visualizing the trends and actual impact on each technical attribute. The composite indices were introduced as an effective tool to enhance distribution engineers in decision making process. The proposed indices provides the knowledge of "which type" of DG "where" and "when" could be beneficial or risky in the distribution systems considering critical issues of generation and load patterns.

The results show that the attributes could be influenced by user-owned resources. The effects of these nondeterministic DGs should be considered in the operation and planning studies of DGs.
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